
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

‘OSL’  
Optimal Stroke Length 

 

To have the most ‘FUN’, we must learn how to manage our ‘Delivered Clubhead Energy’ 

(‘DCE’). ‘Clubhead Speed Squarely Applied’ creates ‘Distance’. 

 

Our ‘555 Worldwide Army’ understands the ‘Inching System’ and our ‘One Inch Rule’, 

which we utilize to control our ‘Putting’ and very short ‘Chipping’. (‘A Chip Is A 

Putt With A Hop’ created by ‘Clubhead Loft’ and no ‘Lifting Moment’) 

 

Longer ‘Putting & Chipping’ (past about 20 to 30 feet (depending upon ‘Stimp’ and 

‘Slope’) takes us to our ‘Longest Inched Putting Stroke Length’. Beyond that ‘Distance 

Parameter’ we must do something different. We call that ‘Stroke Procedure’ our ‘OSL’. 

 

This ‘Take-Away Move’ involves a ‘Brace Handed Motion’ to about our ‘Brace Thigh’. 

Most importantly, this ‘Swing Limit’ creates a slight ‘Snugness’ in our ‘Target Shoulder’ 

or ‘Deltoid Musculature and Soft Tissue’. (see ‘Top Of Back Swing’ - ‘TOB’)  

 

If we allow our ‘Lever Assemblies’ (‘Hands, Wrists, Forearms, Elbows, Upper Arms and 

Golf Club’) to simply and smoothly ‘DROP’ Down, Out and Forward’, gravitationally 

from ‘OSL’, with ‘No Pop’, we shall accomplish considerable ‘Clubhead Speed’ and 

‘Distance’. You will have to tinker with this skill. Remember or record the ‘Putting 

Distances’ you accomplish. This writer’s ‘OSL’ produces about 65 to 75 rolling feet. 

 

What if I need to roll a ‘Putt’ farther … 80, 100, 120, 140 feet? I do NOT swing bigger! 

My ‘OSL’, with some smooth ‘Downward Shoulder Thrust’ in the ‘Down Out Forward 

& Through’ phase (‘DOFT’), produces greater controlled distance. Through testing and 

‘Feel’, this writer developed what he refers to as ‘Thrust 1/2/3’. Experiment!        

 

BTW, ‘OSL’ is the foundation of our ‘Chipping and Bump & Run’ procedure. You will 

very quickly discover how far ‘OSL’ moves a ball with your various ‘Chipping Tools’. 

They are ‘#8, #9, #PW, #AW, #SW and #LW’ depending on the ‘Hop’ needed.  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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